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We specify some initial assumptions that guarantee rapid refinement of a rough
initial approximation to the inverse of a Cauchy-like matrix, by means of our new
modification of Newton’s iteration, where the input, output, and all the auxiliary matrices
are represented with their short generators defined by the associated scaling operators.
The computations are performed fast since they are confined to operations with short
generators of the given and computed matrices. Because of the known correlations among
various structured matrices, the algorithm is immediately extended to rapid refinement
of rough initial approximations to the inverses of Vandermonde-like, Chebyshev–
Vandermonde-like, and Toeplitz-like matrices, where again the computations are confined
to operations with short generators of the involved matrices. ©1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Computations with structured matrices (such as Toeplitz, Cauchy, and
Vandermonde matrices) can be facilitated (so that the computational, time and
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memory space decrease dramatically) by means of representing these matrices
with their “short” generators associated with some operators of displacement
(shift) and/or scaling [1–4, 6, 8–16].
Such a generator is a pair of matrices associated with a given
structured matrix satisfying the matrix equations
for a fixed natural called the length of the generator; for two fixed matrices
and representing scaling and/or displacement; and for some matri-
ces and . Here and hereafter, denotes the transpose of a vector or a
matrix and we note that the rank of the matrix does not exceed the
length of the generator . We also note that the operators and
are closely related to each other if the matrices and/or are non-
singular. In this paper, we will only deal with -generators of of the
form (1.2), except for one case in Section 6, and will specify and accord-
ing to the Eqs. (1.3)–(1.5) below. Scaling is represented by diagonal matrices
for fixed whereas such matrices as
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for some fixed scalars and represent displacement.
The key idea is that the original matrix can be easily recovered from its
generators (1.1) or (1.2); moreover, the basic operations (such as multiplication,
addition, subtraction, and inversion) with structured matrices of certain
classes can be reduced to operations with their generators that are represented
by parameters. This leads to a dramatic saving of the computational
time and memory space, if is much less than .
For Toeplitz, Cauchy (generalized Hilbert), and Vandermonde matrices, the
length of the associated generators (1.1) and (1.2), for some appropriate
choices of the matrices and among the matrices of the classes (1.3) and
(1.4), is as small as 1 or 2. The three classes of matrices are naturally extended
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to Toeplitz-like, Cauchy-like, and Vandermonde-like matrices, for which is
bounded by a fixed (and not too large) constant. (These classes include or are
closely related to some other well-known classes of structured matrices, such
as circulant, Sylvester, subresultant, Hankel, Hankel-like, Lowener, Bezout, and
Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrices [1, 9–11, 13].) It was observed in [16] that
some correlations among the operators associated with the matrices of the three
cited classes can be exploited in order to reduce the computations for matrices
of any of the three classes to computations with matrices of the class for which
most effective algorithms are available. In their original form, the reductions
proposed in [16] were not convenient for practical implementation because they
involved operations with Vandermonde matrices, and such matrices are generally
known to be ill-conditioned [5].
On the other hand, in the important case of the transition from Toeplitz-
like and Vandermonde-like matrices to Cauchy-like matrices, the reduction
is dramatically simplified and becomes practically effective because, in this
case, the Vandermonde matrices turn into the matrices of the discrete Fourier
transforms, [6] and [10], and the reduction to Cauchy-like computations is
performed via FFT, that is, in a fast and numerically stable way (cf. [1]).
Thus, effective algorithms for computations with Cauchy-like matrices should
play the most fundamental role.
In the present paper, we consider the solution of a nonsingular Cauchy-like
linear system, and the inversion of a nonsingular Cauchy-like matrix
. These operations can be immediately extended to the Vandermonde-like and
Toeplitz-like cases, as well as to the Chebyshev–Vandermonde cases (see our
Section 5 or [6, 9, 10, and 13]).
It is well known that Newton’s iteration rapidly improves a rough initial
approximation to the matrix inverse (cf. e.g. [1]), but such an iteration also
rapidly destroys the structure of Cauchy-like, Toeplitz-like, and Vandermonde-
like matrices. In [17–19], Newton’s iteration has been modified to preserve
the initial displacement structure of a Toeplitz-like input matrix during the
iteration. The idea was to control the growth of the length of short displacement
generators by periodically chopping off the components corresponding to the
smallest singular values in the SVDs of the displacement matrices defined by
such generators. This made all the iteration steps of the resulting algorithms
computationally simple; moreover, such a simplification was achieved with no
significant slowdown of the convergence, except for the initial stages, where the
increase of the approximation errors due to the latter chopping posed additional
serious requirements on the quality of the initial approximation.
In the present paper, we consider a similar problem of controlling the length
of the associated generators in a modification of Newton’s iteration, where the
inverse of a fixed Cauchy-like input matrix is sought. Our solution of the
problem is substantially simplified in this case (in particular, we do not need to
involve the SVD), due to the formula for the inverse matrix available from
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[10]. In particular, we do not need to compute the SVDs of the auxiliary matrices
and to chop off the smallest singular values. Besides the resulting computational
saving at each Newton’s stage, this enables us to relax the respective constraints
on the choice of the initial approximation. The cited advantages should motivate
the reduction of the Toeplitz-like case to the Cauchy-like case (by means of
FFTs) and the application of the techniques of the present paper, instead of the
inversion of Toeplitz-like matrices by applying the techniques of [17–19].
In spite of some facilitation of the choice of the initial approximation that we
achieved in the Cauchy-like case (versus the Toeplitz-like case), such a choice
remains an open problem for the general Cauchy-like input, and we discuss this
problem in our last Section 7.
Otherwise, we present our results in the following order. In the next section,
we describe our modification of a Newton iteration for the refinement of an
initial approximation to the inverse of a Cauchy-like matrix. In our short Section
3, we estimate the computational cost of each iteration step, performed by
operating with short displacement generators of matrices, rather than with the
matrices themselves. In Section 4, we quantitatively specify the assumptions
about the error norm of the initial approximation to the inverse that guarantee
rapid convergence of our modification of Newton’s iteration, and we also specify
the number of iteration steps sufficient for convergence to an approximation
within a fixed output error bound. In Section 5, we recall the reduction of the
inversion of Toeplitz-like, Vandermonde-like, and Chebyshev–Vandermonde-
like matrices to the inversion of Cauchy-like matrices, which enables us to extend
our results for a Cauchy-like input to ones for Toeplitz-like, Vandermonde-like,
and Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like inputs. In Section 6, we recall an alternative
approach to approximating based on reduction of the problem to Toeplitz-
like computations, and point out some major deficiencies of this approach.
2. MODIFIED NEWTON’S ITERATION FOR THE INVERSION
OF CAUCHY-LIKE MATRICES
Let be an nonsingular Cauchy-like matrix with the associated scaling
operator
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where
for all (cf. [10] and [6]). Then, we have the following funda-
mental result, showing that the inverse matrix is also a Cauchy-like matrix
and relating its scaling generator to one of .
THEOREM 2.1 [10]. For a Cauchy-like matrix satisfying (2.1) and (2.2),
we have
where and .
Note the reversion of the order of scaling operators: the operator
which we associate to the matrix corresponds to the operator which
we associate to the inverse . Assume that an initial approximation to
is available with its -generator of a length at most . Then, we
recursively define matrices as
where the vectors are defined by
.
.
.
.
.
.
Equation (2.5) represents a step of Newton’s iteration for matrix inversion (cf.
e.g. [1]), and (2.6) “corrects” the results of (2.5), so as to turn into
a Cauchy-like matrix, associated with that is, with the same scaling
operator as . Namely,
that is, is a Cauchy-like matrix whose -generator has a length
of at most . Furthermore, we have
PROPOSITION 2.1. For all the matrices
are Cauchy-like matrices whose -generators have lengths of
at most .
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Proof. By the definition of the -operator, we have
By combining (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12), we obtain that
Therefore,
We have
where . Therefore,
where
3. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF AN ITERATION STEP
Next, we will estimate the arithmetic cost of computing the matrices
and (the latter pair of matrices being the -generator for
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), based on the equations (2.5)–(2.8). Given Cauchy-like matrices
and the computation of the -generator of length for
[according to (2.5)] uses ops (see e.g. [1, Chap. 2, Secs. 4, 11,
and 12] or [8]). (Here and hereafter, “ops” stands for “arithmetic operations.”)
Therefore, (2.7) and (2.8) together enable us to compute the matrices
and by using ops. An additional attractive feature of this
computation is the economization of computer memory, that is, representation
of all involved matrices by means of their short generators requires only
words of memory. We also refer the reader to [1, pp. 130, 261–262], on
some alternative methods for faster numerical approximation of the product of
a Cauchy matrix by a vector, which may lead to a further decrease of the
computational cost of our iteration steps.
4. ESTIMATING CONVERGENCE RATE OF NEWTON’S ITERATION
In the following, we will estimate how fast approaches . We recall
from (2.6)–(2.8) and (2.4) that
Then, we obtain the following matrix equation:
We deduce from this equation and (2.4) that
Hereafter, we will use the column-norm of matrices, writing
where (see [7, p. 57]).
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let . Then
Proof. Proposition 4.1 immediately follows from (4.1).
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let for a nonsingular matrix and
let be defined by (2.5), for Then we have
Proof. Due to the (2.5), we have
It follows that
PROPOSITION 4.3. For any we have
where
Proof. We recall (2.3), (2.4), (2.6), (4.1), and Proposition 4.1, and obtain
that
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for of (4.3). Combining the latter bound on with (4.6) gives us Proposi-
tion 4.3.
PROPOSITION 4.4. If
and if
for and for of Proposition 4.3, then
Proof. By the virtue of Proposition 4.3, we have
Combine this bound with (4.5) and obtain that
Combine the latter inequality and (4.4), and since obtain the
bounds
which extend (4.4). Substitute the first inequality of (4.8) into (4.3) and obtain
that . Substitute the latter bound and the bound of (4.8) into
(4.5) and obtain that which extends (4.5). Inductive applica-
tion of this argument enables us to extend (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7) to the bounds
for and we arrive at (4.6).
We will next restate Proposition 4.4, by replacing by based on
Proposition 4.2 for .
PROPOSITION 4.5. If and if
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for for and for of (4.3), then
Proof. Proposition 4.2 for implies that
Therefore, the bound of (4.4) holds if and we also have
that for of (4.3). Combining the latter bound, (4.9), and (4.10) gives
us (4.5). Therefore, the assumptions of Proposition 4.5 imply the ones of Propo-
sition 4.4 and, consequently, imply (4.6). Substitute (4.10) into (4.6) and obtain
Proposition 4.5.
We are not supposed to have the values and readily available, when
we are given the matrices and but we may use more readily available
parameters. Indeed,
and
(The latter implication immediately follows from the next inequalities:
Computation of amounts to multiplications of a Cauchy-like matrix
by vectors, which takes ops (cf. [1, Secs. 4, 11, and 12
of Chap. 2] or [8]). For any vector we may compute a lower bound
in ops, where .
(For a random choice of one or several vectors such lower bounds may give
us a reasonably good approximation to )
Next, we are going to substitute the above estimate for into the statement
of Proposition 4.5. We write
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so that and if and
We now summarize our results, including the bound (from
Proposition 4.3), which enables us to estimate as soon as we estimate
.
COROLLARY 4.1. Let
for of (4.11) and of (4.12). Then we have
Let us write
where and and are defined by (4.11) and (4.12), so that (4.13)
holds. Then, under the assumptions (4.14) and (4.15) of Corollary 4.1, it suf-
fices to perform recursive steps of the iteration (2.5), (2.6) in
order to ensure that
[Note that (4.14) implies, in particular, the bounds of (4.13).]
5. EXTENSION TO THE INVERSION OF TOEPLITZ-LIKE,
VANDERMONDE-LIKE, AND CHEBYSHEV–
VANDERMONDE-LIKE MATRICES
Let be an Vandermonde-like matrix such that
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where . Then, due to a result from [6], is a
Cauchy-like matrix such that
where is defined by (1.4) for
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
so that stands for the (normalized) matrix of Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), and is the Hermitian transpose of the matrix
.
Let and satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 4.1. Let
and let denote the matrix obtained in steps (2.5), (2.6) [for
defined by (4.16)] at the arithmetic computational cost . Then
we have
Similarly, consider a Chebyshev–Vandermonde-like matrix which has gen-
erators such that
By the virtue of a result from [13], is a Cauchy-like matrix such that
where and are as above, and
By using the latter equations, we may extend the inversion of to the inver-
sion of similarly to the case of a Vandermonde-like matrix .
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Finally, we recall how to reduce the inversion of Toeplitz-like matrices to the
Cauchy-like case.
Proposition 5.1 [6]. Let be a Toeplitz-like matrix, such that
where and . Then, is a Cauchy-like ma-
trix:
Here, and are as defined above,
Suppose that and satisfy the assumptions of Corol-
lary 4.1, let and let denote the matrix obtained in
steps (2.5), (2.6), for of (4.16) and such that
Then, we have
We have
Therefore, by writing we obtain that
Thus, in steps (2.5), (2.6), at the arithmetic computational cost
we will arrive at a desired matrix
approximating within the error norm bound .
In fact, the algorithm of the present paper for Cauchy-like inversion
extends the algorithm of [18] for Toeplitz-like inversion. Application of our
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present algorithm to Toeplitz-like inversion based on Proposition 5.1 has
some advantages over the direct solution, by means of the algorithm of [18].
Namely, modification of Newton’s iteration of (2.5)–(2.8) in the Toeplitz-like
case requires an additional nonrational stage of computing the singular value
decompositions of the product of the generator matrices and followed
by the truncation by zeroing the smaller singular values (cf. [19]). Such a
nonrational stage involves some additional computations and implies an increase
of the approximation error norm bound by factors of order at each recursive
step, where denotes the length of the displacement generator of the input
matrix. To compensate for such an error norm increase, one needs to perform
some extra Newton’s steps, and this may substantially slow down or even ruin
the convergence unless the required bound on the initial approximation error is
strengthened, respectively. Our new Cauchy-like modification is free of such
additional restrictions.
6. REDUCTION FROM CAUCHY-LIKE TO
TOEPLITZ-LIKE INVERSION
By following [16], one may reduce inversion of any Cauchy-like matrix of
(2.2) to the inversion of Vandermonde and Toeplitz-like matrices. Let us recall
such a reduction (cf. [1, 8, 16]). We have that
where
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(for ) is a Vandermonde matrix; is a Toeplitz-like matrix, such
that
[cf. (1.1)];
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is the Frobenius (companion) matrix of the polynomial with coefficients
.
Due to (6.1), we have
which, in principle, reduces Cauchy-like inversion to Toeplitz-like inversion and
Vandermonde computations, as promised. In the previous section, however, we
commented on some advantages of our present modification of Newton’s it-
eration in the Cauchy-like case over the known one in the Toeplitz-like case.
Involvement of operations with Vandermonde matrices is an additional burden in
the latter case; furthermore, numerical implementation of the Vandermonde in-
version stage is hard since Vandermonde matrices are known to be ill-conditioned
(cf. [5] and [8, Eq. (3.5)]), unlike the Fourier transform matrices of Section
5 (cf. [1, Proposition 3.4.1]).
7. DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithms for Cauchy-like inversion are not complete; they
should be complemented by some recipes for obtaining initial approximations
which should be good enough in order to guarantee sufficiently fast
convergence, as we estimated in Section 4. In some cases, a good initial
approximation is readily available, for instance, if the original matrix arises
from discretization of dynamically varying input parameters and if the objective
is to maintain the originally available solution. Presently, however, we have
no recipes for rapid computation of the initial approximations for the general
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case input, so that our present paper only supplies one half of a solution,
leaving the initial-guess problem open. A possible direction toward filling this
gap is by extending the homotopy approach of [17], originally developed for
the Toeplitz-like case. According to this approach, one first approximates the
inverse of a nearby Toeplitz-like matrix whose inversion is simple. Then, one
recursively uses the computed approximations as the initial approximations
to the inverses of the nearby matrices in their homotopic transformation to the
original matrix. In [17], this approach was specified and made effective for any
well-conditioned Toeplitz-like input matrix.
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